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Simplicity is the key to flui~

In the Classroom
-it's the answer to instant copies of tests, bulletins,
curriculum updates and evening study handouts.
Further, it can be operated by untrained students,
as easily as it can be operated by the class instructor,
to produce effective do-it-yourself training aids.

In a Business
-it provides fast, inexpensive copies of internal
communications, bulletins, price lists, memos,
reports, sales charts and "working" forms that can
be changed at a moment's notice.

It can also be used for in-house sales training and
employee training classwork. And, since it is so
simple, all personnel can use it.

(spirit) duplicating an

Manual Preparation
Preparing a master manually is as easy as handwriting
or typing on a sheet of paper. A. B. Dick spirit
masters are available to produce copies in up to fl.ye
different colors: purple, black, green, red and blue.
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aster preparation is easy

Invisible Duplicating Preparation
You can produce self-grading tests and programmed
text instructional materials with A. B. Dick latent
image invisible spirit duplicating.

It's Easy
All you have to do is prepare your A. B. Dick spirit
masters as usual. Then simply replace the spirit
carbon with an A. B. Dick latent image transfer sheet
and fill in the answers. When the test or text is
duplicated, the answers ·a re there but you can't
see them.
After your students complete the test, answering all
the questions, they return to each question with a
special latent image developer felt-tip marker which
they brush across the answer area. The correct
answer appears as if by magic. It helps students
learn faster.

When speed, economy and
simplicity are most important
-an A.B. Dick fluid duplicator
can't be beaten.
A fluid duplicator requires
only three operating supplies:
paper, spirit masters and spirit
fluid. Copies can be produced
for less than 1¢ each.
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A. B. Dick Fluid (Spirit) Duplicators: select the model that is right for you.

Hand operated,
half-ream feed,
lightweight
production
models.

Weight

Speed

Image Area

Paper Range

Feed Table

8½ " wide
11½" high
29½" long

34 lbs.

hand operated

8½"x135/s"

3" X 5" to 9" X 14"
16# to 110# index

250 sheets
(sub. 20)

Gravity Flow Tank

18½ " wide
11½ " high
29½" long

34 lbs.

hand operated

8½"x 135/s"

3" X 5" to 9" X 14"
16# to 110# index

250 sheets
(sub. 20)

Gravity Flow Tank

17" wide
15" high
29½ " long

65 lbs.

100 c.p.m.

8½ " X 135/s "

3" X 5" to 9" X 14"
16# to 110# index

125 sheets
(sub. 20)

Gravity Flow Tank
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17" wide
15" high
29½ " long

65 lbs.

120 c.p.m.

8½ " X 135/s "
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3" X 5" to 9" X 14"
16# to 110# index

250 sheets
(sub. 20)

Recirculating
Pump System

17" wide
19¼ " high
31¾" long

85 lbs.

120 c.p.m.

11 "

3" X 4" to 11 " X 15 .,
16# to 110# index

500 sheets
(sub. 20)

Gravity Flow Tank
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Electric,
quarter-ream
feed, standard
image production
model.
Electric, half-ream
feed, standard
image production
models.

Large image,
electric, fullream feed, heavyduty production
model.

Moistening
System

Size

"'
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